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9000 SERIES IMPACT DRUMS
Available in four sizes—the 18" FB-9018, 20"FB-9020, 22" FB-9022 and 24" FB-9024—these Impact
Drums are equally well-suited to the concert hall or the marching band.
At times, high schools and universities will use chairs to mount a bass drum horizontally.
Unfortunately, this is an improvised arrangement that offers less-than-ideal results, both acoustically
and aesthetically. The Impact Drum's new, extended leg mounting system solves this problem,
enabling these percussion instruments to be positioned perfectly, while their birch shell construction
allows for a sharper attack, yielding a more focused tone.

CSS-A SERIES SNARE DRUM
The CSS-A Series features a steel shell that produces a sharp,
clear tone, and hardware that is the same as the CSM-AII Series.
Coil snares provide easy playability even for beginners. This basic
Yamaha model is ideal for wind ensembles and a wide variety of
musical genres.
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YEP-642TSII EUPHONIUM
A main-tuning slide trigger system has been added to the
wildly popular Neo series YEP-642II euphonium offering
enhanced, precise pitch control. The new trigger system
has been tested for extreme durability to withstand the
toughest action. Also, the additional weight of the trigger
system helps to achieve a greater depth of tone and clarity
of articulation.

YEP-842TS EUPHONIUM
A main-tuning slide trigger system has been added to
Yamaha’s flagship YEP-842S euphonium offering
enhanced, precise pitch control. The new trigger system has
been tested for extreme durability to withstand the toughest
action. Also, the additional weight of the trigger system
helps to achieve a greater depth of tone and clarity of
articulation.

YTR-9335VSII VIZZUTTI
LIMITED EDITION
TRUMPET

Based on the current Xeno Artist New York Series YTR-9335NYSII model, the YTR-9335VSII
has been refined to provide a rare blend of slightly higher playing resistance and improved
response, offering speed and definition that facilitate the type of detailed, delicate phrasing that is
a hallmark of Allen Vizzutti’s transcendent technique. The YTR-9335VSII also delivers solid
tone that is not only well suited to classical genres, but offers plenty of character and presence
for jazz and other styles as well.


